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Karate olympics 2020

Karate competition Karateat will play XXXII OlympiadVenueNippon BudokanDates5-7 August 2021No. Number of events8The number of matches80 Karate at the 2020 Summer Olympics karatekasQualificationMens 67 kg55 kg75 kg61 kg+75 kg+61 kgkatavte Karate at the 2020 Summer Olympics is an
event to be held at the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan. This will be the debut appearance of karate at the Summer Olympics. Karate is one of five new sports added to the Olympic program specifically for 2020,[1] rather than as a permanent sport. [2] [3] Karate will host eight events at the 2020
Olympics. [4] Two karate disciplines will be depicted: kumite is a sparring discipline and there will be three weight classes for each of men and women; kata is a solo form of discipline, and there will be one event for every man and woman. Competitors choose kata to show from kata 102, which is
recognized by the World Karate Federation. During the tournament, competitors are not allowed to show one Kata twice. [4] Each measure will have 10 competitors. The three-weight class Olympic competition for Kumite is unlike the five commonly used by the World Warath Federation (WKF). The two
lightest (-60kg and -67kg for men, -50kg and -55kg for women) will be combined in the Olympic categories -67kg for men and -55kg for women. The average categories (-75kg for men, -61kg for women) are constant, while the two heaviest categories (-84kg and +84kg for men, -68kg and +68kg for
women) will be combined for +75kg for men and +61kg for women. Regulations have been adopted on both the kumite and Kata, WKF rules in force from January 2018. [5] In January 2019 kata adopted a point-based system in January 2019. [7] Kumite Two competitors face each other in a matte
competition zone of 8m x 8m. Each game is competed for 3 minutes unless one competitor amasses by eight points more than their opponent. [7] A competitor wins by 3 minutes more than an opponent or more points than an opponent. In the event of a seeding, the winner is the competitor who scored
the first point. If the bout is feeble, the winner will be announced by a five-judge decision. [7] [6] The results range from one to three points. Ippon by 3 points, Waza-ari on 2 points and Yuko on 1 point. [6] Sanctions are divided into two categories. If you receive 4 alerts in any category, the competitor is
disqualified. [6] A competitor may also be disqualified with less than 4 warnings that it is considered to be an abusive act. [6] Kata Each of the seven judges assesses the performance individually on a scale of 5.0 to 10.0 with a step of 0.2 respectively for technical points and sports points. The two highest
and the two lowest scores out of the seven in each group are excluded, and all remaining indicators were added to points weighing 70% for technical points and 30% for sports points. In a non-24-yearly event, competitors make an additional kata choice to judge them. [6] The criteria for the assessment of
technical issues are 7 as follows: locations, methods, transition movements, schedule, correct breathing, focus and compliance. 3 scoring criteria for sports points are: strength, speed and balance. [6] Qualification key article: Karate at the 2020 Summer Olympics – Qualification at the 2020 Summer
Olympics is 80 qualification places for karate. The nation can have a maximum of 8 athletes qualify (up to four men and four women) with no more than one in each case. A summary of 10 competitors in each case qualifies as follows: 1 of the host countries, Japan 4 of the Olympic standing rankings from
5 April 2021 to 3 of the qualifying tournament 2 from the continental representation or tripartary Commission invitation, because the World Cup Federation rankings are based on five weight classes instead of the three weight classes featured in the 2020 Olympics, some of the Olympic events are based
on a combination of two WKF classes. In such cases, the top 2 of each WKF class correspond to the combined Olympic class (total of 4). If the Olympic class meets the WKF class, the top 4 of this class qualifies. The qualifying tournament features the same weight classes as olympic weight classes. Only
National Olympic Committee (NOCs) that are not qualified for the Olympic position in the relevant division are eligible to participate in the qualifying tournament. The top three finishers in each division of the qualifying tournament qualify for the Olympics. A total of 12 quota seats, divided between eight
measures, are available through the continental representation. The selection procedure is as follows: Continent Spots Oceania 2 1 per gender Africa 2 1 per gender Americas 2 1 per gender Asia 2 1 to gender Europe 2 1 per gender Africa 1 either gender Americas 1 or gender For each continent, all
gold medal winners at the continental Games are considered together. The highest ranked among this group earns a qualifying spot unless this competitor is already qualified or otherwise can't be selected without violating any of the following limitations: 10 athletes per division, 1 athlete per NOC per
division, 2 athletes for the NOC with continental representation (affecting only Africa and America). If the highest-ranked gold medalist cannot enter, the next highest ranked gold medalist qualifies if possible. This process goes through all the gold medalists by rank, then all silver medalists by rank, then all
bronze medalists by rank until the continent's qualifying places are filled. If none of the medal winners is entered, the highest ranked eligible athlete from this continent's rankings (regardless of at the mainland games) match. Participating Countries Japan (8) Calendar Calendar [8] Event → Aug 6[9] Aug 7
[10] Aug 8 [11] Men's 67kg F Men's 75kg F Men+1 75kg F Men's kata F Women's 55kg F Women's 61kg F Women's +61kg F Women's Kata F Medallist Medal table Rank Country Total Men Event Gold Silver Bronze 67 kgdetail 75 kgdetitals +100 kgdetail +106 75 kgdetails Kata details Women's event
Golden silver bronze 55 kgdetitals 61 kgdetails +61 kgdetails Kata detailss See also Karate at the 2018 Asian Games karate at 1 kg2018 Summer Youth OlympicGames Karate 2019 African Games Karate at the 2019 European Games Karate at the 2019 Pan American Games References ^ IOC approves
five new sports Olympics Tokyo 2020. the Olympic Committee. 18 February 2019. Retrieved 11 November 2019. ^ IOC Executive Board outlines the course for future Olympicgames. the Olympic Committee. 9 June 2017. Retrieved 11 November 2019. ^ Breaking, skateboarding, sport climbing and
surfing provisional included on Paris 2024 Olympic sports programme - Olympic News. the Olympic Committee. 1 July 2019. Retrieved 11 November 2019. ^ Tokyo 2020: Karate. Retrieved 14 July 2018. ^ オリンピックの空⼿組⼿競技ルールをわかりやすく解説|2020東京オリンピックを楽しむために! -
空⼿ロード. wka.jp.net. Retrieved 25 November 2019. ^ KATA AND KUMITE COMPETITION RULES (PDF). WFK.net 1 January 2019. Retrieved 30 November 2019. ^ A b c Olympic Sports : Karate| The Tokyo The Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games. The Committee of the Olympic and
Paralympic Games in Tokyo. Retrieved 28 October 2019. ^ Karate Competition Schedule. Tokyo in 2020. Retrieved 8 March 2020. ↑ Schedule - Thursday 06 Aug Tokyo 2020 Olympics. Olympic database. Retrieved 8 March 2020. ↑ Schedule - Friday 07 Aug Tokyo 2020 Olympics. Olympic database.
Retrieved 8 March 2020. ↑ Schedule - Saturday 08 Aug Tokyo 2020 Olympics. Olympic database. Retrieved 8 March 2020. Retrieved from Karate at the Karate Summer OlympicsEvents8 (men: 4; women: 4)Games 1896 1900 1904 1908 1912 1920 1924 1928 1932 1936 1948 1952 1956 1960 1964
1968 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988 1992 1996 2000 2004 2008 2012 2016 2020 Medalwinners at the Karate Olympic Games will debut in 2020. the 2004 Games in Tokyo, in Japan. Olympic karate will have two types of events: Kumite and Kata. Sixty competitors from all over the world will compete in the
Kumite competition, and twenty will compete in the Kata competition. The two contestants will be divided 50/50 between men and women. [1] The background in the quest for karate for the Olympics was launched in 1970 by Jacques Delcourt. [3] [4] [5] [6] 2009 121. The vote of the International Olympic
Committee, karate did not receive the required two-thirds majority to become an Olympic sport. [7] Karate was considered for the 2020 Olympic Games[8] however the IOC Board meeting, held in Russia on 29 May 2013, decided that karate (along with wushu and several non-martial arts) would not be
considered for inclusion at the 2020 IOC 125th session in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in September 2013. [9] In September 2015, karate was listed along with baseball, softball, skateboard, surfing and sports tourism to be considered for inclusion in the 2020 Summer Olympics; [10] and in June 2016 the
Governing Board of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) announced that they would support the proposal to include all selected sports in the 2020 Games. [11] Finally, on 3 August 2016, all five sports (including baseball and softball as a single sport) were approved for inclusion in the 2020
Olympic programme. [12] The format and rules of the Olympic karate competition will lead to eight gold medals in dispute: six Kumite (fight) competition (with three weight categories for each gender) and two kata (form) competition (one for each gender). The main rules for kumite and Kata competitions
are as follows: Kumite Individual Tournament Kumite competitions in the World Karate Federation (WKF) Karate World Championship takes place in a weight class system consisting of five divisions for both men and women. [13] However, Kumite will have only three chapters at the Summer Olympics,
thus: Men's weight classes: −67 kg, -75 kg, +75 kg Women's weight class: −55 kg, −61 kg, +61 kg[14] Kumite rules In any category the fight lasts up to three times (i.e. the clock stops every time the judge says yame). This time the winner is considered karatka, who is scoring eight points more than their
opponent. If that doesn't happen, the winner is a person with more points at the end of the fight. If the fight ends up tied, the decision will be given through senshu rule, a contender that won the first unopposed point of wins. [15] [16] Scoring is earned as follows: Ippon (three points): for hitting the



opponent's head or neck with a hit, or if the fallen opponent is given a technique. Waza-ari (two points): to apply a kick to the abdomen, side, back or torso opponent. Yuko (one point): to secure the punch with a closed hand (tsuki) on the head, neck, abdomen, side, back or spinning opponent. Strikes
under the belt are strictly prohibited and force must always be controlled, because the fighter will receive a warning, if they hurt the opponent, points may be lost or may even be disqualified if the resulting damage is Knocking the opponent down to the floor, at least without trying to strike him/she must also
be punished [clarification required]. Warning levels: Chukoku (first warning): for making a minor mistake for the first time. Because this is only the first warning, points are not awarded to the opponent. Keikoku (second warning): for the same minor violation, or commit a medium violation for the first time.
The opponent is assigned one point. Hansoku-chui (third warning): for the same minor violation for the third time, the same medium violation for the second time or for making a big action for the first time (usually excessive contact with an important part or under the belt, really doing the enemy). The
victory is given to the opponent. Hansoku (fourth and final warning): This not only gives the opponent a victory, but makes it an 8-0 victory, which results in a serious loss to the team's overall score. Warnings and penalties are divided into two different categories, the first being about excessive and/or
illegal contact and the other for technical violations such as leaving koto (battle room) or faking damage, so the judge gives the opponent a warning. Kata's competitors are judged on the strength and accuracy of their methods. Under the normal competition rules, one competitor is given a blue belt and
the other has a red belt, each of which has a turn to demonstrate its kata. The outcome of the competition is determined according to the flag system, where five judges, each with a blue flag and a red flag, either signal who the competitor, in their opinion, won: one with several flags raised in his or her
favour, is declared the winner. However, discussions are still ongoing in the reasoning system, including whether to use a rating system rather than a flag system. [quote required] [17] Due to the huge number of karate styles, each of them has its own catalyses, only the games of wkf recognized styles are
allowed (Gōju-ryū, Shitō-ryū, Shotokan and Wadō-ryū[18]). The lack of many karate styles in kata competition brings great criticism from practitioners of these styles around the world. Reference ^ IOC approves five new sports for the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020. Ioc. Updated: 2016-08-08. Bbc. Updated:
2016-08-08. More than a pipe dream. Active Interest Media, Inc. (February 1985). Black belt. Active Interest Media, Inc. pages 40-44 ↑ Coleman, J. (1993): WUKO—Shotokan Karate's Nishiyama comes here! Noted Instructor claims that he is ready to lead the Olympic karate movement if the IOC ousts
WUKO. Black belt, 31(4):18–22. ↑ Warnock, Eleanor (2015-09-25). What Kind of Karate Is Olympic Wsj. Updated: 2016-08-08. Q&amp;A with Wuko's Head Man. Black belt. 30 (9): 30–33. Retrieved 13 August 2016. ^ IOC Factsheet 2012 (PDF). Updated: 2016-08-09. Retrieved 2016-08-09. Riach, James
(2013-05-29). 2020 Olympics: Wrestling, squash and baseball/softball make listlist. Guard. London. ^ Surfing and skateboarding make the list of the 2020 Olympicgames. GrindTV.com. 28 September 2015. Archived from the original on 13 August 2016. Retrieved 8 August 2016. ^ IOC Executive Board
supports Tokyo 2020 new sports package for IOC session – Olympic News. Olympic.org. 1 June 2016. Retrieved 8 August 2016. ^ IOC approves five new sports for the Tokyo 2020 Olympics. Olympics.org. International Olympic Committee. August 3, 2016. Retrieved 22 August 2016. ^ Sports, Fox.
Looking forward to high karate inclusion at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. ^ Olympic Sports : Karate| The Tokyo The Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games. ^ Kumite competition rules. ^ World Karate Federation - KARATE COMPETITION RULES (PDF). World Karate Federation. Retrieved 17
October 2019. ^ Olympic Sports : Karate| The Tokyo The Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games. ^ Kata and Kumite competition rules on WKF's website Derived from
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